Evo Pendant
DESCRIPTION
The Evo pendant light by Tech Lighting features a modern
tapered cylinder design defined by carefully sculpted metal fins
that add depth and shadow within this contemporary piece. The
Evo is available in three current trend finishes, Satin Nickel,
Bronze, and Aged Brass each finish further enhances its chic
appeal. Scaling at 11â€ in length and 3â€ in width the Evo is
ideal for kitchen island task lighting, bedroom lighting and
hallway lighting. Combine the Evo with any of our multiport
canopies to create a customized chandelier that is specifically
designed to your unique space. Your choice of energy efficient
LED lamping ships with the Evo to save you time and money.
All lamping options are fully dimmable to create the desired
ambiance in your special space. No Lamp rated for (1) 35 watt
max. GY6.35 base lamp (Not Included). LED ships with 12 volt
8 watt, 305 delivered lumen, 3000K, replaceable SORAA LED
MR16 lamp. Dimmable with lowvoltage electronic or magnetic
dimmer (base on transformer). Ships with 6 feet of field cuttable
cable. Works with SORAA.
INSTALLATION
Socket terminates with FreeJack male connector, which may be
installed into a system connector. Elements ordered with a
system prefix include a connector for that system. For use on
T~TRAK, order FreeJack version and T~TRAK FreeJack
Connector (sold separately).
WEIGHT
1.52lb / 0.680.91kg ±

antique bronze

chrome

satin nickel
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S SATIN NICKEL

12 VOLT HALOGEN
LED930 12 VOLT LED 90 CRI 3000K

Note. Note. MP includes 4" Round Flush Canopy.
Chrome is not available for MonoRail or TwoCircuit MonoRail.
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